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Climate change represents not solely a global environmental challenge but also a matter of social justice, exacerbating existing inequalities and spanning disparities between underprivileged populations and developed nations. Sustainable patents or “green patents” protect inventions that contribute to environmental sustainability, such as clean energy, green transportation, waste management, etc. Hence, they can mitigate the effects of climate change in several ways. Under certain circumstances, they can facilitate the transfer and
The database of climate change mitigation patents originates from the EPO. The data is available through the PATSTAT product, which has Autumn and Spring versions, updated every six months (PATSTAT, 2023). The dataset selected for this research corresponds to PATSTAT Global 2023 – Spring, encompassing the consolidation of data until the end of 2022 and the initial records for the year 2023. It must be said that although some patents have more than one CPC, only the first registered or ‘main code’ has been considered to avoid counting patents
more than once.

There is a predominance of patents in groups Y02E, Y02P, and Y02T, representing 69.26% of the total. Patents in group Y02E relate to the generation of energy from renewable sources, nuclear-origin energy, technologies that mitigate combustion, technologies developed for electrical energy, the use of technologies directed towards non-fossil fuel production, and technologies and systems aimed at mitigating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Innovations in group Y02P specifically pertain to metal and mineral processing technologies, the chemical industry, petroleum refining, petrochemical industry, and those directed towards agriculture, livestock, and agri-food industries are mentioned. Group Y02T is dedicated to sustainable innovations specific to road transport of goods or passengers (whether by road or rail), those intended for air transport or aeronautics, maritime or waterway transport, or technologies aimed at mitigating greenhouse gas emissions, provided they fall within this sector.

Patenting activity in environmental technologies is more recent than in other new sectors like biotechnologies and has developed faster than nanotechnologies (OECD, 2013). The evolutionary trend of sustainable patents shows modest growth in the 1970s, followed by more significant growth rates from 1990 and exponential growth in the 2000s, as shown in Figure 1. Until 2022, 7,020,159 applications for green patents were registered, with 27,696 records (0.39% of the sample) not classified with a valid annual period.

Figure 1. Time evolution of green patents.
From a geographical perspective, the database allows segmentation by continent and nation. With a dataset of 2,874,679 sustainable patent applications in the EPO database over time, there is a predominance for Asia (34.70%), Europe (33.79%), and North America (28.23%). Another factor is that African, Australian, Oceania, and South American records represent less than 2% of the sample. Figure 2 highlights the set of 20 countries that are responsible for 94.43% of the total sustainable patents. On the other hand, the rest of the nations have a relative representation below 0.2% in the sample set, that is, 5,490 patent application requests throughout the entire time series. This does not imply that this set of nations cannot drive sustainable innovations measured by green patents or that inventors do not appropriately register these patents worldwide. Since the registration of sustainable innovation can be solely at the national level, only individual assessments in each country can provide a complete understanding of the innovative dynamics of sustainable patents.

**Figure 2. Spatial distribution of green patents.**
Therefore, although green patents can play an essential role in reducing the social divide produced by climate change, they are not sufficient by themselves. They need to be complemented with other measures that foster cooperation and diffusion of sustainable technologies among different actors and stakeholders, such as governments, businesses, civil society, and academia, to address the common challenges and opportunities of climate change. For example, some patent holders have pledged to share their green technologies with others, either for free or for a nominal fee, to accelerate the diffusion and adoption of these technologies (Awad, 2015). This is a crucial measure to eliminate the barriers and costs of accessing sustainable technologies, especially for those who lack the financial and technical resources to license green patents in developing countries.
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